Punt, Pass and Kick

Event Structure
• One-day event
  o One punt, one pass, and one kick per individual
• Divisions
  o Men’s Open
  o Women’s Open
  o Faculty/Staff
• Location: OU Recreation Fields, just east of Jenkins Ave.

Punt, Pass, and Kick Information
• All participants must provide a valid OUID (with picture) prior to participating.
  o No OU ID = No Play

The Game
1) All equipment will be provided by OU Intramural Sports. Participants may not utilize their own equipment.
2) Each participant will be allowed one punt, one pass, and one placekick as part of his/her competition.
3) If a participant tries to punt, pass, or kick and misses the ball completely, it does not count as an attempt and one additional attempt is allowed.
4) Scores will be determined from where a participant’s punt/pass/kick first makes contact with the ground.
5) To receive a score, the ball must land inside the lines on the designated PPK Field. Field markings will be made visible for all participants to understand the boundaries.
6) If the ball does not land inside the field markings, the participant will receive a distance score of 0 for that punt/pass/kick.
   (Ex. Participant 1 punts the ball 30-yards, passes the ball 40-yards, and kicks the ball 45-yards but the ball lands out of bounds on the kick. Participant 1’s final score will be 30 + 40 + 0 = 70 total yards.)
7) Scores are based to the nearest foot.
8) A participant’s final score is his/her cumulative total for the three individual events.
   (Example: If a participant scores 40 for punting, 60 for passing, and 22 for kicking, the participant’s final score is 122.)
9) If a participant goes over the line before releasing or making contact with the ball, he/she will be penalized 5 yards. Exception: in kicking, a participant may go over the line without penalty provided the tee is placed on or behind the line.
10) There is no violation if the kicking tee is kicked with the football.

For rules not specifically mentioned above refer to NFL PP&K Official Rules.